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exist in 08 acknowledges the traditional owners of the land on which it is situated, and is
committed to fostering a culture of remembrance and respect for Indigenous people.
Opinions expressed by exist participants are theirs alone and not necessarily the opinions of the
curators or employees of exist in 08.
The program is published to provide information about exist in 08. Its contents may not be
reproduced in any manner, in whole or in part, without the written permission of the publishers.
All rights reserved. All information in this program guide was correct at the time of printing.
However, exist in 08, acknowledges that some settling of contents may occur during shipment
and handling and it cannot be held responsible for any inconvenience caused by such changes.
Readers are advised to confirm details when booking tickets.

S c h e d u l e o v e rv i e w
Time

Artist(s) / Progr a m

Venue

Wednesday 22 October 2008
1700 – 2200
1700 – 2200
1700 – 2200
1900 – 2200
1900 – 2100
2000 – 2030
2030 – 2100

Tamara Whyte (invited artist)
Performance on DVD (various artists)
Suzon Fuks & Scotia Monkivitch (invited artists)
Richelle Spence (invited artist emerging)
Robert Millett (invited artist emerging)
Muhammad Lugas Syllabus (invited artist emerging)
Helge Meyer (invited artist)

The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer photo installation
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Shopfront
The Judith Wright Centre: IMA Courtyard
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space

Thursday 23 October 2008
0900 – 1500
1000 – 1130
1000 – 2200
1300 – 1430
1500 – 1700
1600 – 2200
1700 – 1720
1740 – 1800
1820 – 1840
1700 – 2200
1700 – 2200
1900 – 2000
2000 – 2045
2100 – 2130

Sarah Winter (DIAS artist)
Symposium (various artists)
Tamara Whyte (invited artist)
Lunchtime Forum with Christine Biehler
Party for One (DIAS artists)
Fiona McGregor (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
Performance on DVD (various artists)
Suzon Fuks & Scotia Monkivitch (invited artists)
Helge Meyer (invited artist)
Jürgen Fritz (invited artist)
Áine Phillips (invited artist)

Metro Arts: Basement
Metro Arts: The Studio
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer photo installation
Metro Arts: The Studio
Metro Arts: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Shopfront
Metro Arts: Street
City tbc: Street
The Judith Wright Centre: Street
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space

Friday 24 October 2008
0900 – 1500
1000 – 1130
1000 – 2200
1300 – 1430
1500 – 1700
1430 – 1530
1430 – 1530
1700 – 1720
1740 – 1800
1820 – 1840

Maegan Connolly (DIAS artist)
Symposium (various artists)
Tamara Whyte (invited artist)
Lunchtime Forum with Nikki Milican — NRLA
Party for One (DIAS artists)
Karen Gibbs (DIAS artist)
Emma Martin (DIAS artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)



Metro Arts: Basement
Metro Arts: The Studio
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer photo installation
Metro Arts: The Studio
Metro Arts: Foyer
Metro Arts: Whitlam Space
Metro Arts: Warehouse Space
Metro Arts: Street
City tbc: Street
The Judith Wright Centre: Street

Time

Artist(s) / Progr a m

Venue

Friday 24 October 2008
1700 – 2200
1700 – 2200
1900 – 2200
1900 – 1945
1945 – 2030
2030 – 2200

Performance on DVD (various artists)
Suzon Fuks & Scotia Monkivitch (invited artists)
Alicia Jones (invited artist emerging)
Juliana Yasin & Cassandra Schultz (invited artists)
Zane Trow (invited artist)
Michael Mayhew (invited artist)

The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Shopfront
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space

Saturday 25 October 2008
0900 – 1330
1000 – 1130
1000 – 2200
1300 – 1430
1600 – 1700
1500 – 1700
1700 – 1720
1740 – 1800
1820 – 1840
1700 – 2200
1700 – 2200
1900 – 2200
1900 – 2030
2100 – 2200

Genevieve Trace (DIAS artist)
Symposium (various artists)
Tamara Whyte (invited artist)
Lunchtime Forum with Symposium Chairs
Abject Leader (DIAS artists)
Party for One (DIAS artists)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
James Cunningham (invited artist)
Performance on DVD (various artists)
Suzon Fuks & Scotia Monkivitch (invited artists)
Kylie Hicks (invited artist)
Michael Mayhew (invited artist)
Elvira Santamaría Torres (invited artist)

Metro Arts: Basement
Metro Arts: The Studio
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer photo installation
Metro Arts: The Studio
Metro Arts: The Studio
Metro Arts: Foyer
Metro Arts: Street
City tbc: Street
The Judith Wright Centre: Street
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Foyer
The Judith Wright Centre: Shopfront
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space
The Judith Wright Centre: Performance Space

Sunday 26 October 2008
1230 – 1800ish Symposium — Plenary (various artists)

Orleigh Park, West End

Saturday 1 November 2008
1100 – 1230
1230 – 1330
1400 – 1600
2000 – late

Symposium (various artists)
Lunchtime talks with artists and PANDA
Workshops (various artists)
Performances: Cunningham, Hicks, Mayhew, Spence,
Trow & Yasin

USQ
USQ
USQ
USQ — Artworx

Venue locations
The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Art 420 Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley Queensland
Metro Arts 109 Edward Street, Brisbane Queensland
Orleigh Park Cnrs Hill End Terrace, Orleigh Street and Montague Road, West End Queensland		
University of Southern Queensland (USQ) West Street, Toowoomba Queensland



CURATORIAL S TATEMENT
exist in 08

emerges from the discreet and continuous growth of Live Art practice in and
around Brisbane. This independent, local practice has been linked internationally since the first
visit of local artists Lisa O’Neil and Brian Lucas to the National Review of Live Art (NRLA) in 98 & 99
and NRLA’s reciprocal visit to the Brisbane Powerhouse in 2000. More recent festival international
exchanges the NRLA 08 in Glasgow, the Singapore Fetter Field Performance Art Festival 07, the
Galeri Nasional Indonesia International Performance Art Forum Festival 06, and the Indonesian
Jatiwangi Art Factory event 08, Michael Mayhew’s visit from Manchester to Metro Arts in 07, FLUXUS 06 and CHAMBERS 07 at the Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts and Silke Mansholt’s
visit with Kylie Hicks at the Gold Coast 07. More recently still we have seen the growth of a newer,
younger Live Art practice in local programming generally: in art events such as the Brisbane Festival
Under the Radar Fringe at Metro Arts, and in Metro Arts Creative Development Festival.
The independent curators here attempt to celebrate and further seed this fertile ground by inviting
artists from four continents to perform and share ideas about performance, art and life. exist in 08
is not only for Brisbane, it also includes forums and performances in Toowoomba and live web-cam
links to our generous partners in Mackay and Townsville. exist seeks out diverse audiences, long
term collaborations and annual Live Art residencies and exchanges right across Queensland.
We like Live Art because it asks questions about humanity, and what it is to “be” in the world.
The creation of artist driven, independent performance art networks across borders has been
an essential element of a practice that constantly addresses deep concerns about human rights,
identity, social justice and the individuals relationship to power.
exist in 08 is a meeting place for audiences and communities to engage with artists whose work
shifts between difficult, serious, humorous, vulnerable and challenging — always demanding and ...
simply human.

Rebecca Cunningham
Curators — exist in 08

Zane Trow

Thanks: all the artists who tried to come and couldn’t get here and all the ones that did, Stefan Greder, Liz Burcham,
Janet McDonald, Brad Haseman, Kim Macham, Kylie, Lauren, Robert and Bree, Nikki Milican, Liz O’Neill, families,
partners, children and that fish n chip shop on the Logan Road.



I nvited arti s t s

Áine Phillips (Ireland)
The Art of Love (war)
Áine Phillips makes multi-media performance and live art in
Ireland and internationally since the late 80’s. Her work is centered
on autobiographical performance and explores ways to make the
personal political. She has created work for diverse contexts; the
street, club events and exhibitions including The Kitchen New
York, The National Review of Live Art Glasgow, ACTART London,
Tanzquartier Vienna, MOMA Cleveland. In Ireland at Irish Film
Centre, Arthouse, EV+A and The Hugh Lane Gallery. She also works
curating live and video art events in Ireland (TulcaLive & Live@
No.8, Galway) and is Irish selector for the NRLA.
From ‘the personal to the political’ is a concept explored in the
performance which is presented as a witty public address playing
with the paradox of ‘to war with love/making love with war’. Áine
explains how the strategies of war can apply both humorously and
darkly to the conditions of love affairs and how she arrived at this juxtaposition of texts (as a
result of experiencing a difficult love affair and trying to find useful tactics to cope with it). She
wears a costume of modified military camouflage inspired by ‘La guerre eu deutelles’ (the war of
lace). Its’ patterns are inscribed onto her skin and revealed in a final gesture of invocation to allure
a beloved to the combat zone of the body — in an engagement of passions seeking conquests
where adversaries are not enemies to the death but worthy contestants in love! Two projections
accompany the performance; a scrolling text of the script (The Art of Love(war)) and elegant,
altered images of amateur internet porn.
http://ainephillips.com/home.html

PERFORMANCE
Thursday 23 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
9 pm

Friday 24 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Performance Space



Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

In v i t e d a rt i s t s Emerging
  Emerging > 5 years professional practice

Alicia Jones (Australia)
In Memory of a Tree: the reflection
With Tasmanian Aboriginal and British/Welsh
heritage, Alicia Jones (32) has tapped into the
deep pool of her conflicting genetics with the
series ‘In Memory of A Tree’. On a journey to
discover and recover a culture lost in bloody
colonial genocide, through her art Alicia seeks
to make pathways back to her tribal rights. Her
work aims to stimulate a question of perspective,
the power of knowledge and the fragility of
identity. Recent performance installations
include: Brisbane Festival 2008 — Indigenous
Closing Ceremony (Artistic Director/Performer),
The Originals — The 3R’s of Assimilation, Artist-In-Residence @ State Library of Queensland, Fetter
Field Festival — Singapore, Once Only — Metro Arts and Chambers — JWCOCA. Alicia is currently
in discussion with the State Library of Victoria and the Koori Heritage Trust for residency in 2009.
My work to this point (In Memory of A Tree) has been trying to uncover what culture means to
the identity of Australian Aboriginal people. This piece is an extension of my findings, feelings
and understanding of Aboriginal relations in this country. Reflecting upon this journey I attempt
to understand who I am and how this come to be — not from an egotistical standpoint, but
from a soul level, a humanist perspective. Now, all of these interactive experiences direct me to
internalise what I have discovered and relay what I feel, how I identify as an Aboriginal person, a
woman, mother, artist, educator.

PERFORMANCE
Friday 24 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
7 – 10 pm

Saturday 25 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Shopfront



Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

I nvited arti s t s

Elvira Santamaría Torres (Mexico)
Elvira Santamaría was born (1967) in Mexico.
Since 1991 she has presented her performances
at different international festivals: Nippon
International Art Performance Festival (NIPAF)
in Japan; Rencontre Internationale d’Art
Performance in Quebec; Trans-Europe 2000
in Hannover, Germany; International Review
of Live Art in Scotland and in Blurrr Biennial of
Performance Art in Israel in 2001 and others.
She has also shown her work in public spaces,
museums, galleries and theaters of Mexico,
Canada, the Caribbean, USA and Europe. She
received the scholarship “Jóvenes Creadores”
(“young creators”) from the FONCA (National Fund for Culture and Arts) in 1997. She made two art
residencies in Quebec in 1995 and 2002. Since 2000, she has been a member of the performance
art group Black Market International. Her work presently focuses on intervention and process art.
In 2001, she initiated and organized the event “Acciones en Ruta”. She curated and coordinated the
“Mexico-Japan Performance Art Encounter” in 2002 in Mexico City and Yucatan. At the moment,
she is continuous developing her artwork, giving workshops, talks, organizing performance art
events in Mexico and other countries. For Elvira Santamaría “Action Art is a formless form of art
and practical existential knowledge, its poetics postulate the self-creation through the acts as an
endless process of artwork”.
http://www.elvirasantamariaperformanceart.blogspot.com/

PERFORMANCE
Saturday 25 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
9 pm

Saturday 25 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Performance Space



Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

In v i t e d a rt i s t s

Fiona McGregor (Australia)
You Have the Body
Fiona McGregor is a Sydney performance artist currently
obsessed with mortality and constriction. She is developing
durational and endurance work, with interaction a crucial
component. In 2007, the day after the demise of Howard,
she performed the intervention Dead Art at the MCA, and
in early 2008 Borne at the Performance Space, Sydney.
She is co-founder of senVoodoo performance troupe, who
performed across Australia from 1999–2008. Their videos
and installations have been screened internationally.
McGregor is also a writer and has published three award
winning books of fiction. In 2008 UWA Press will publish
Strange Museums, a travel memoir about Poland through
the lens of senVoodoo’s 2006 performance art tour by. In
2009 Scribe will publish McGregor’s next novel. Her essays,
articles and reviews have been published widely.
You Have the Body is a meditation on the experience of
incarceration. The audience is invited to participate in a
series of actions that include a one on one encounter with
the artist in a confined space. A relic of the work will be given to audience members upon their
departure. Inspired by the effective denial of Habeas Corpus in current Australian, UK and US
legislation, You Have the Body is a journey into an intense realm of solitude and mystery, and an
ambivalent exchange of trust and power.
http://www.senvoodoo.com/

PERFORMANCE
Thursday 23 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
4 – 10 pm

Friday 24 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Shopfront



Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

I nvited arti s t s

Helge Meyer (Germany)
Focus: Bodytime-Timebody
Born in Woltwiesche, Germany in 1969. Formed the Performance
Art Group System HM2T (with Marco Teubner) in 1998.
Since 2000 Meyer is associated with the international
association Black Market International. He performed in Europe,
Asia, Canada, South America and the USA. Helge Meyer works
parallel with Black Market, System HM2T and solo. Meyer owns a
diploma in Cultural Studies (University of Hildesheim, Germany).
He teaches performance art workshops and theoretical classes
at the University of Hildesheim and the High School in Ilsede,
Germany. As a researcher he is interested in questions of pain,
cooperation and the history of images. Since 2008 he owns a
PhD in Art Science/Art History from the Academy of Fine Arts in
Stuttgart, Germany. His dissertation about the image of pain in
Performance is published as a book in 2008 (in German “Schmerz
als Bild — Leiden und Selbstverletzung in der Performance Art”).
What is time? Do we have a personal time? Does our body give
us a special time to stay in this life? Do we have the power to stretch time? In a new work, I try to
focus on the time as a given frame, a definition that has nothing to do with the time of the body
in a stressful situation. Pain can make time into an endless dimension, joy might give the feeling
that time is condensed and too short. This work includes personal, general, painful, joyful, useless,
unusual images of Bodytime …   http://www.performance-art-research.de/

PERFORMANCE

ARTIST TAL K

Wednesday 22 October 2008
8:30 pm

Thursday 23 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of
Contemporary Arts
Performance Space

Metro Arts
The Studio

LECTURE
10 am

Thursday 23 October 2008
The Judith Wright Centre of
Contemporary Arts
Performance Space



7 pm

In v i t e d a rt i s t s

James Cunningham (Australia)
Still/City
James Cunningham is a choreographer and performer, and has
performed in Australia, Europe, the UK, Canada and India. He has
a background in contemporary dance, and extensive experience in
yoga, meditation, martial arts and other body-mind practises. He has
partial disability of his left arm, from a motorbike crash, and chronic neurological pain associated
with nerve damage. He is founding member of the Brisbane-based company Igneous (igneous.org.au),
collaborating primarily with multimedia artist Suzon Fuks since 1993 on multimedia movement-based
performances for the stage, screen and alternative spaces, and conducting national and international
artistic residencies, forums, workshops and masterclasses. Works include Mirage, Fragmentation, Body
in Question, Thanatonauts — Navigators of Death, and Liquid Skin. He is a founding member of the
international cyberformance group ActiveLayers (activelayers.net) established in 2007, and is also
currently collaborating with Jondi Keane on the performance art work Tuning Fork, towards a season
at the Judith Wright Centre in November 2008. In 1999 he received an Emerging Artist’s grant, as a
choreographer, from the Australia Council and in 2000 performed with DV8 Physical Theatre (UK).
He was three years with Dance North, Townsville (89–91) and completed an advanced certificate in
Performance (Dance) at the Centre for Performing Arts, Adelaide (87–88).
Human stillness offers a counterpoint to the rush of contemporary life, a way of being in the present
moment which draws attention to the life in and around us: from momentary flickerings to patterns
of change that occur on large scales and over long periods of time. Remaining deliberately still, one
may feel part of a bigger whole, part of the environment. One might experience a kind of objectivity,
and perceive more clearly the mechanism of city: traffic, commuting, and the constant ongoingness of
human activity. Still/City is an opportunity for anyone to participate in or observe one or more of three
20-minute stillnesses between Metro Arts and the Judith Wright Centre on each of three evenings of
the festival. Anyone is welcome to join, to partake in these deliberate stillnesses, to observe and to
experience the city in this alternative way. Still/City is a project initiated by James Cunningham who will
partake in each of the stillnesses.   http://igneous.org.au/

PERFORMANCE
Thursday 23 – Saturday 25 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
5 – 7 pm

Thursday 23 October 2008

Stillness 1 — 5 pm out the front of Metro Arts
Stillness 2 — 5:40 pm somewhere on the way TBC
Stillness 3 — 6:20 pm out the front of The Judith Wright Centre

10

Metro Arts
The Studio

10 am

I nvited arti s t s

Juliana Yasin (Singapore) & Cassandra Schultz (Australia)
The present.
Schultz & Yasin have collaborated twice before. From very different
cultural backgrounds, they are friends who share a past and now live in
separate countries.
Juliana Yasin (b.1970) is an active artist who does not only exhibits but
also performs with various solo and group initiatives and at various
performance festivals since 1989, locally and internationally. Having
spent numeral years away from Singapore pursuing her studies in
Australia at T.A.F.E and Curtin University of Technology and working in
Malaysia with Central Saint Martins [The London Institute] based at Kolej
Bandar Utama, she is well versed in installation, video, performance and
2 dimensional works. She was a participant in ‘Situation’ at Museum Of
Contemporary Art in Sydney in 2005, a group exhibition that involves
artists collectives from Berlin, Singapore and Sydney. Fusion Strength
[FS] initiated by Juliana, is an on-going travelling project which was first
presented at Plastique Kinetic Worms (2001), Benda Art Space (2003) and 24HR Art (2005). FS addresses
working methods and networks by manner of collaboration and intervention by artists who actively
investigates and is passionate about the many issues surrounding installation and performance art.
Juliana is an active member of The Artists Village (since 1990) and Plastique Kinetic (Since 1998) Worms
and she was also the Singapore researcher with Asia Art Archive (2004 – 2006).
Cassandra Schultz is a (currently) Brisbane based artist whose practice is informed by extensive
photographic arts training and experience in theatre production and design. She employs practical
and highly developed skills in creating work along humanitarian and activist themes, across a number
of disciplines and mediums. She has been involved in numerous events and festivals in cross cultural
environments. Past research investigates definitions of authenticity and slippages in meaning through
engagement with cultural iconography and museology.
http://jy1970.tripod.com/

PERFORMANCE
Friday 24 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
7 pm

Saturday 25 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Performance Space

11

Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

In v i t e d a rt i s t s

Jürgen Fritz (Germany)
Jürgen Fritz was born 1958 in the
Black Forest in Germany. He studied
theatre and the science of music.
1982 – 1990 he worked as a theater
director, curator and actor, since
1984 as performance artist. He is
cofounder of Black Market, since
the beginning of this international
Cooperation of Performance Artists
whith whom he works since 1985.
He showed his performances in
all countries of Europe, the USA,
Photo credit: Christine Biehler
Canada, Mexico, Japan and Asia.
Since 2005 he lives as free lance artist in Hildesheim. Here he is co- founder of the International
Performance Association (IPAH, registered association).
The artistic work of Jürgen Fritz is characterized by an interdisciplinary concept, in which
he connects elements from the music, photography, video, body work to performances and
performative installations and productions of different kind.
He develops his work as well site specific. His conceptual approach is characterized by an impressive
concentration and precision. For that he uses simple materials such as bamboo sticks, marbles
with which he creates inspiring pictures.
http://www.fritz-performance.de/

PERFORMANCE
Thursday 23 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
8 pm

Friday 24 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Performance Space
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Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

I nvited arti s t s

Kylie Hicks (Australia)
Permission
Queensland Artist Kylie Hicks is based in the states’ Gold Coast
region. In 1980, a ten year old Hicks and her family relocated to
what is not so affectionately called Queensland’s “glitter strip”,
and she has remained a residence ever since. She works with
interdisciplinary media, performance art, and installation.
“I make the kind of work I have done recently because I have to. Because of where I live, because of all the
experiences this strange city/not city offers – and sometimes denies- me. I have made the work because
I was told it wouldn’t work. I needed to challenge the misconception that my home is a ‘cultural desert’,
and to connect with other human beings in a very real & immediate way that provided a counterpoint to
existing notions of what, where, how and why local audiences exist … and explore what kinds of exchanges
are possible when equitable access is facilitated ”.
Hicks has a Bachelors Degree in Applied Theatre and is currently completing a Practice Led MA at
Queensland University of Technology. A Sessional Tutor/Lecturer for Griffith University School of Arts,
and Queensland College of Art, Hicks is a recent recipient of Regional Arts Development Funding for her
series of site specific performance/installations/interventions/actions under the mentorship of visiting
UK based Live Artist Silke Mansholt.
Permission :in philosophy, is the attribute of a person whose performance of a specific action, otherwise
ethically wrong, would thereby involve no ethical fault. Consent is a legal embodiment of the concept.
Permissions depend on norms or institutions. Many permissions and obligations are complementary to
each other. http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/permission
sHe read !A as “A ought to be the case”.   He read A f B as “A requires B”.   sHe read A ∞ B as “A and B require
each other.”   He read U as “the unconditionally obligatory” .   sHe read ∞ as “the unconditionally forbidden”.  
If A requires B and if B then C, then A requires C.   If A requires B and if A requires C, then A requires B and C.  
A requires B if and only if it is obligatory that if A then B.   The unconditionally obligatory is obligatory.  
The unconditionally obligatory does not require its’ own negation … or does it? You have permission – no obligations
… no money back guarantee - but there might be some complimentary drinks & nibbles if I can afford it.

PERFORMANCE
Saturday 25 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
7 – 10 pm

Saturday 25 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Shopfront
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Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

In v i t e d a rt i s t s

Michael Mayhew (UK)
Roaming — Her Name Is Carole.
‘I sent the Moon
I might get the Sun back.’
I’ve arrived to roam across Australia.
Perth to Brisbane — Looking for a sister — Her name
is Carole.
Saw two women today, never asked if they were called
Carole, just thought about it.
Thought about who I could be related to on this land, so
far far from mine.
I’ve arrived to roam —
Imagine, exist, live, survive, question, witness, consider,
think, immerse, look, walk, gather, travel, collect, wander,
rove across Australia.
Within this process something will be found, it might
not be a sister, but there’s something, there always is.
This is a process based system ~ meaning the process of
this journey will determine the outcome.
Made possible through an Arts admin bursary. www.artsadmin.co.uk/home/
Visit the blog @ http://mayhewexist.livejournal.com/
http://www.michaelmayhew.com/

PERFORMANCE
Friday 24 & Saturday 25 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
8:30 pm & 7:00 pm

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Performance Space
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Saturday 25 October 2008
Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

I n v i t ed arti s t s Em erging

Muhammad Lugas Syllabus (Indonesia)
I was born in Bengkulu south Sumatera 30 April 1987.
I am member of Performance Klub Jogyakarta. My
first performance arts were in 2005 and independent
even by me and friends. And active doing performance
arts until now. I was perform in Fetter Field Singapore,
Perurbance#4 Mount Merapi, Chaos Dab at Jogya
national museum and active doing performance arts
in several small even. I’m still study at Indonesian
Institute of Arts Jogyakarta. my performance usually
talks about the situation in this world that related
with me, about the human relation with anything.
The compatible and contradiction in this life ... What’s we make is what’s we got ...
I will do performance with some installation from candle. I’ll make action around small sculpture
that I’ll make by candle. I want to bring the story from my country that also happen in other country.
About the life value ... this related with my perform blood oil. but in here I try to talk bigger not just
about war in Iraq that causes by oil. But about the unbalance and contradiction in this life. about
the thing that not suppose to be. And I try to illustrated all that thing by the candle ...
The second idea is I’m still learning now study some national songs from all country including
my country and singing it but I will sing while I am using helm and smoking and do some stupid
thing else.
This is about the respect between national to public and public to national.

PERFORMANCE
Wednesday 22 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
8 pm

Thursday 23 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Performance Space
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Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

In v i t e d a rt i s t s Emerging

Richelle Spence (Australia)
Madness = Reason
Richelle is a descendant of the McDuff
Clan, in Fife, Scotland. She was born in
Turrbal country and resides in Jgaerra.
Richelle is a live, community artist and
curator. Her work evokes ritual, political,
interactivity and celebratory performance
art. Richelle explores themes such
as justice/injustice of human rights;
connection/disconnection; placement/
displacement; the exploration of
pace, space, land and breaking the
conception of audience. As an artist she
mainly collaborates with Indigenous
communities, is an Artsworker for AAI and has been working with the mental health community
for over four years. Recently she has completed an Artist Residency for the Jatiwangi Arts Festival,
Java, Indonesia. Her idealism about her work is … ”to question and not to conclude.”
I have a mental illness, my psychiatrist says “You have schizophrenic tendencies and a mood
disorder but I can’t give you a diagnosis ...” this is after 7 years of treatment. This installation is
my journey of the experience and meaning of the label “Mental Illness”. Questioning the lack of
integration with natural medicine working together with western medicine. Please take the time
to fossick and read and experience the space but please respect the personal nature of the work.

PERFORMANCE
Wednesday 22 October 2008

ARTIST TALK
7 – 10 pm

Thursday 23 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Shopfront
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Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

I n v i t ed arti s t s Em erging

Robert Millett (Australia)
Smoking in the Rain
Robert is a performance artist. He has a degree, Creative
Industries (Drama). He works behind the scenes on theatre
shows, most recently Gaijin at the Brisbane Powerhouse.
He smokes. Buy him a drink. Bum a smoke off him.
A man stands in the rain silently smoking. His white
shirt is slightly stained and is coming out of his straight
black pants. His tie has been loosened to allow his top
button to come undone. His jacket sits forgotten beside
him or perhaps slung over his shoulder. The polish slowly
washes from his shoes, losing the glassy shine. He is rarely
without a cigarette in his hand, slowly burning under the
shelter of his palm, occasionally pressed to his lips.
If someone should enter the rain with him he offers them
a smoke, indicating they should light it themselves. He
smokes in companionable silence until they leave. The
image of smoking against the rain is one that haunts me.
It is to my mind a microcosm of the struggle of human
life against the harsh cold universe; however that is by no
means the definitive meaning to be taken from the work.
It is, in the end, just a man smoking in the rain.

PERFORMANCE
Wednesday 22 October 2008

Photo credit: Tim Shaw

ARTIST TALK
7 – 9pm

Thursday 23 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: IMA Courtyard
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Metro Arts: The Studio

10 am

In v i t e d a rt i s t s

Suzon Fuks (Australia) & Scotia Monkivitch (Australia)
Sorry
Suzon Fuks: Born in Brussels, lives in Australia since 1996. Trained in dance,
theatre & music (69–76), she completed her Masters in Visual Arts at La Cambre,
Brussels (79–84). Co-artistic director of IGNEOUS www.igneous.org.au, she
created the multimedia projections for, and directed, most of its productions.
She gives lectures and workshops in Australia & Europe integrating video with
performing arts & fostering multimedia artistic collaboration.She has made
award-winning films, videos & solo performance shows, and created the film
part of the groundbreaking show The Strange Mr Knight, which toured the world for 5 years. The State
Library of NSW & the National Library of Australia have acquired her documentary photographs. Keeping
the Light (photographic exhibition) toured to seven world capitals. Since 2003, she works on networked
performance, making several cyberformances for UpStage festivals with artists from UK, NZ, Serbia and
USA. She co-founded cyberformance group ActiveLayers, organised Brisbane Bridges and DIAL (Brisbane
node), a streaming event connecting 5 international cities. Suzon received the Green Room Award for
Outstanding Video-Scenography in Theatre (New Form), FRAGMENTATION (videodance), internationally
screened, ReelDance finalist, was nominated for an Australian Dance on Film Award. MIRAGE (installation
performance) was short-listed for Outstanding Achievement in Independent Dance.
Scotia has a background spanning twenty years in movement based theatre, devised performance, and
coordination of projects and theatrical productions in Australia and Internationally. She is committed
to artistic collaboration which privileges the contribution of the collective to develop their art, their
audience and the cultural relevance of their work — privileging performers who are artists who change
the way people see their own and others lives. The two major influences on her work are the Body
Weather technique and improvisational practice. Scotia is currently collaborating with a range of
artists, exploring the development of performance works based in theatrically non-traditional spaces.
From 2000 – 2007 Scotia was one of the founding members of ‘sacredCOW’ an Australian independent
theatre ensemble. The ensemble’s long-term training in voice, movement and performance making was
a laboratory style practice. sacredCOW performed throughout Australia, Denmark and Colombia. Scotia
is the Executive Producer of the Australian chapter of the Magdalena International Project, which aims
to give voice and recognition to the skills and achievements of women in theatre.
A meditation on the notion of “sorry”   http://igneous.org.au/

PERFORMANCE

ARTIST TALK

Wednesday 22 – Saturday 25 October 2008 5 – 10 pm

Thursday 23 October 2008

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Foyer

Metro Arts: The Studio
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10 am

I nvited arti s t s

Tamara Whyte (Australia)
12 of our own
A photographic and linguistic exploration of
“A Certain Palm Island Incident” (2007)
Tamara Whyte hails from Brisbane where she spent many
days of her formative years wondering if there was something
better than life in the northern suburbs. Having completed
her studies at QUT in Drama in 1995, she worked for a time in
the arts in Brisbane before thinking better of it and leaving to
travel Australia and Asia. Living on a mountain in the Far East
she began to understand she has always seen her country from
foreign eyes within. This is expressed in her work as a writer
and artist through photography, text and performance.
Vox Pops, is used in the media to make sure the status quo is maintained. We see it on the TV, in the
local rag, even in the daily. The straw poll. But whose status quo is this? “12 of our own” is a series of
photographs placing the power of opinion and judgement in the hands of Aboriginal people.
This is a set of simple pictures; of 12 subjects; who form a jury. Each member was asked to pass
judgement on the involvement of a Queensland Police officer’s involvement in “A Certain Palm
Island Incident”.
“Do you find the defendant guilty or not guilty? And Why?”
Without manipulation.
With prejudice.
The jury Australia will never see.
Vox Prima Pops — The voice of the first peoples.

PERFORMANCE
Wednesday 22 – Saturday 25 October 2008

10 am – 10 pm

The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Foyer
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DIAS a rt is t s
DIAS  — a platform raised above the surrounding level to give prominence to the person on it.
The exist curated DIAS called for solo or duo works from local young, emerging artists or
established artists looking to develop new audiences.

Abject Leader (Australia)
Photo-Chemical Hallucinations
Abject Leader is the ongoing chromo-sonic expanded cinema collaboration
of film artist Sally Golding and sound artist Joel Stern. Abject Leader
defiantly foreground the analogue, the handmade, the photo-chemical
and the acoustical, delving into hallucinogenic-cinematic underworlds to
produce sweetly shifting performance melodies for eyes and ears.
Abject Leader have performed at Melbourne International Film Festival, New Zealand Film Festival, the
Now now, What is Music?, Liquid Architecture, OtherFilm Festival, Articulating Space, Wagga Space
Program, Madcat San Francisco, on a moving train, in Toowoomba, and many places in between … Sally
and Joel, along with Danni Zuvela, direct OtherFilm, a Brisbane-based collective dedicated to film art
and expanded cinema, which has staged three major festivals and countless events through Australia.

PERFORMANCE

Saturday 25 October 2008

4 – 5 pm

| Metro Arts: The Studio

Emma Martin (Australia)
WOMAN RANTS
A solo performer in a space strewn with paper reads lists. A stereo plays recordings
of the city streets – but not this one here as you know it- but one like it. This piece
walks through an Australian city and reports using the lyrics of prominent female pop artists. It poses
the question-------- what does a woman need to do?
Emma Che Martin is a performance artist who is interested in sound, space and stories. She created
and co-devised a contemporary performance piece, ‘Black Grey White Lights’ that travelled to different
communities in Western Australia. The performance grew as sound scapes and stories were added
from the different communities. Emma Che has also travelled with her solo show ‘Bardess’, that was
interested in stories and people in and from different places. Emma Che has been away from Brisbane
for the past 10 years and is happy to be back on the east coast. She holds a BA (Hons) Acting and a MA
(Theatre Practices).

PERFORMANCE

Friday 24 October 2008

2:30 – 3:30 pm
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|

Metro Arts: Warehouse Space

DIA S arti s t s

Genevieve Trace (Australia)
awaken at rest
Genevieve is a Performance Studies major studying at the Queensland University of Technology. Having
experience in lighting design, stage management, directing and performance, Genevieve has worked
with such independent directors as Leah Mercer, Margi Brown Ash and Daniel Santangeli. In late 2007
Genevieve joined with fellow Brisbane artist Kate McKeague to form Red Paper Performance Company,
a contemporary performance company with a strong focus on social dialogue. 2008 saw Genevieve
co-create and direct Red Paper’s premier production of Bin, Cement, Flower and Leaves in a sell out
season at the Brisbane Festival’s under the radar.
“rest: n. 1 a state of quiet and ease; sleep; repose … 4 an absence of motion; stillness b inactivity of
growth or development; dormant state or condition … 7a silence of definite length between tones …
9 death; the grave”
(The World Book Dictionary Volume Two l-Z, 1992, 1780)

PERFORMANCE

Saturday 25 October 2008

9 am – 1:30 pm

|

Metro Arts: Basement

Karen Gibbs (Australia)
Wrinkle Free
Kaz works in embodied performance, light, projection, learnt/emergent
behaviour, redefining technology in human expression and finding ways
in which was can look at ourselves in a different light.
WrinkleFree attempts to recontexualise the current global warming crisis
and politicisation of “reducing the carbon footprint” by problematising the
energy consumption of everyday domesticity in modern western culture.
In pressed clothing, sipping tea/coffee in air-conditioned environments,
we ask citizens around the globe to reduce their green house emissions.
Ironing, tea-making and temperature control in a vision of consumption. The audience are invited to
bring along their iron, kettle or fan to participate/observe everyday domestic activities.

PERFORMANCE

Friday 24 October 2008

2:30 – 3:30 pm |
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Metro Arts: Whitlam Space

DIAS a rt is t s

Maegan Connolly (Australia)
knitting
Maegan is a performance artist, who thrives on exploring the blurry line that is the relationship between
everydayness and art. Her works enjoy playing with beauty, black humour, honesty and innovation
in both individual and collaborative ventures. She is currently finishing her final year of studies in a
Bachelor of Performance Studies at QUT.
knitting: knit-ting “verb” definition 5. to become closely and firmly joined together; grow together, as
broken bones do.
knitting comprises of Maegan sitting as a girl, attempting to knit her way to a deeper understanding of
womanhood. She will do this for as long as she is allowed to, until she feels satisfied, or until she runs
out of whatever she is knitting with.

PERFORMANCE

Friday 24 October

9 am – 3 pm

|

Metro Arts: Basement

Party for One (Australia)
Room with a View
Party for One is a contemporary performance ensemble comprising of
Lauren Clelland and Brittany Guy. Their ongoing collections of work play
with the simultaneous landscapes of loneliness and the alone,celebration
and social ritual, which are explored utilising varying aspects of
performance theory. Their work has been realised as a 10min theatre-based show containing three
simultaneous parties, a 40 min work-in-progress, a 6 hour interactive durational work in a parking space
and currently, as an installation.The open, malleable nature of the work will see new manifestations of
Party for One continue to be explored and developed across multiple artforms in the future.
Room with a View is a new installation work by performance ensemble Party for One (Lauren Clelland
and Brittany Guy). It seeks to explore the nature of the personal and the public, loneliness opposed
to being alone, and the social interaction which fits between. Through contemporary performance/
aesthetics, Party for One invites the audience in to create their own room, their own soundscape and
look out from their room at the view. Can a thousand lone parties form to create something bigger than
the sum of their parts, while being true to all parts?

PERFORMANCE

Thursday 23 – Saturday 25 October
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3 – 5 pm each day

|

Metro Arts: Foyer

DIA S arti s t s

Sarah Winter (Australia)
What You Do While I’m Sleeping
Sarah Winter is a deviser, director and performance maker
with a keen interest in societal justice and human motivation.
She has assistant directed shows with Daniel Santangeli and
Anna Yen and co-founded tilt performance collective in 2007.
tilt has performed projects at Woodford Folk Festival (2007),
Capillaries (2007), 2High (2007) and Brisbane Under the Radar
(2008). She will be building a rainforest installation (www.
barbarianphilosophers.org) next year and is currently working
with the collective Don’t Fuck With Squirrels (DFWS).
A woman lies asleep in a bed of white sheets. Two journals; one for her, one for the audient. Playing
in the ponds of durational performance, live art and performative installation What You Do While I’m
Sleeping is the ultimate act of intimacy in which one human being trusts another in the most vulnerable
circumstance.

PERFORMANCE

Thursday 23 October 2008
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9 am – 3 pm

|

Metro Arts: Basement

P e rf o r m a n c e o n  DVD
Agnes Nedregard/Norway Closer to the touch, Gold Walk (the eye of the storm) Glass Vision
(the eye of the storm), Frienze http://www.axisweb.org/seCVPG.aspx?ARTISTID=11293
Alexandra Zierle & Paul Carter/UK

Spillings

BBB Johannes Deimling/Germany SCHWIMMHILTE, DER GROSSE TEICA, SUCCESS, BLANC, WORDS
DON’T COME EASY, TAXILIBRE, DON’T HURT ME, NO ROSE, D-249736810
www.bbbjohannesdeimling.de
Beatriz Albuquerque/Portugal

Grafismos

www.beatrizalbuquerque.web.pt

Boris Nieslony & Gerald Harringer/Germany & Austria MA

www.fabrikanten.at/ma

Clemente Padin/Uraguay Por la Vida y por la Paz, Juan y María, Memorial América Latina, Muévete
Panamá, Artistas por la Paz, Zona de Arte www.escaner.cl/padin/
Ezzam Rahman/Singapore Puncuated Philosophies
Fiona McGregor/Australia Dead Art, Borne, Font (Font by sen Voodoo)
hancock & kelly live/UK Lone Duets
Hayley West/Australia CAN
Henrik Hedinge/Sweden
Jamie McMurry/USA

www.senvoodoo.com

www.hancockandkellylive.com

http://thecarrotjoke.blogspot.com

Fruity Torture www.henrikhedinge.org

Depicting Action, 365 Performances

www.mcmurryperformance.com

John G. Boehme/Canada Nameless, Sandbox Psychology, Extreme Leisure, 9 and Dine Gdansk, 9 and
Dine Ustka, Dink Out http://people.finearts.uvic.ca/~jgboehme/
Karen Gibbs/Australia Terenal States
LEIBNIZ/UK The Book of Dust, The House Opposite III: Ferry Water (with Lisa Cazzato-Vieyra)
www.leibnizlab.co.uk
Lezli Rubin-Kunda/Israel House keeping, Down to earth, Walk with Mask www.lezlirubinkunda.com
Lynn Lu/Singapore

walking a mile

www.lynnlu.info

Oblivia/Finland Everything You Say Will Become Dust Anyway

www.oblivia.fi

Peter BAREN/The Netherlands ARK (Unknown Pleasures), ARK SERIES 2004>Present BLIND DATES,
ORPHANED WHISPERINGS AND OTHER UNKNOWN PLEASURES

Screenings

22 Wednesday – Saturday 25 October 2008 5 – 10 pm
The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts: Foyer
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exist in  T oowoo mba

USQ Artsworx is a leading facilitator of innovative creative arts engagement and practice,
publicly showcasing the skills and talents of emerging artists from the University of Southern
Queensland’s Faculty of Arts. In collaboration with a range of community and corporate
stakeholders, Artsworx encourages greater participation in the arts and increased educational
opportunities for young people living in regional areas. Artsworx presents an annual season of high
quality, innovative and challenging artistic, literary and cultural experiences including the USQ
McGregor Schools; the Shakespeare in the Park Festival; a series of Twilight Recitals and Seminars;
a Children’s Festival; the Ergon Energy USQ Big Band; Opera at USQ; and an Exhibition Series.

SoCA

— The Creative Arts represent one of the key markers of a fulfilled community. The
University of Southern Queensland has offered courses in Theatre, Music and Visual Arts since the
late 1970s. The School of Creative Arts at USQ preserves these creative traditions and also encourages
hybridity and innovation in new forms of artistic expression. SoCA provides performances and
exhibitions which are a powerful and vibrant ‘shop-front’ for the University’s interaction with
and outreach to the wider community at the regional, state and national levels. SoCA focuses on
creative research outcomes and the development of the scholar-artist, which establishes us as a
focussed and dedicated school for excellence in artistic innovation and academic endeavour.
www.usq.edu.au

exist in Toowoomba schedule
1 November 2008 USQ West Street, Toowoomba
11 am – 12:30 pm
12:30 – 1:30 pm
2 – 4 pm
8 pm – late

Symposium
Lunchtime talks with artists and PANDA
Workshops
Performances: Cunningham, Hicks, Mayhew, Spence, Trow & Yasin
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Skype  V i e w i n g Hu b s
Skype viewing hubs link gallery spaces and artist-run-initiatives in regional Queensland, Mackay
and Townsville, with the performances and forums in Brisbane.

MACKAY

Media Commons

21 Paulette Street, Mackay
Media Commons is an associated body, of media/arts workers, mandated for peer and community
support. Media Commons [MC] membership is made up of established artists and Media
professionals. MC has an abiding concern with how media are managed, to firstly facilitate billing,
minimising the creative potentials, of systems. MC advocates for media accessibility, and promotes
the use of accessible solutions for media/arts/community. Media commons was established firstly
as a peering organisation, for remotely located newmedia artists and welcomes the opportunity to
assist projects like exist in 08 that extend the reach of current urban practice to the regions.
Media Commons can be contacted through http://mediacommons.org.au care of Jeff Sams.

TOWNSVILLE

Pinnacles Gallery

Riverway Arts Centre, 20 Village Boulevard, Thuringowa Central
Pinnacles Gallery, located within the Riverway Arts Centre Townsville, has an established
reputation as a dynamic arts space. The role of Pinnacles Gallery is to support and promote
contemporary visual art of North Queensland and to educate North Queensland audiences about
leading contemporary art practices. Owned and managed by Townsville City Council Pinnacles
Gallery has a strong emphasis on young people and creative technology.
http://riverway.townsville.qld.gov.au/explore/gallery/index
26
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New Moves International/National Review of
Live Art Nikki Millican: Artistic Director
Nikki Milican is Artistic Director/Chief Executive of New Moves
International, an arts production company which presents radical live
and mediated performance work within the context of international
festivals. New Moves produces the National Review of Live Art which
has been a major initiating force within the challenging sphere of ‘Live
Art’ world-wide. Since the 70’s Ms Milican’s influence has reached
well beyond the U.K scene, fuelled by her passion for discovering
new work and new artists. Utterly unique, never the same twice,
consistently surprising, the National Review of Live Art is one of the
world’s artistic wonders. Each year in Glasgow an international community of artist-innovators of all
ages, disciplines, and inclinations congregate to remind one another of the things they believe in. And
audiences are welcome. The National Review of Live Art (NRLA) has become the most highly regarded
event of its kind in Europe, a benchmark of international festival curatorial practice.
NRLA will celebrate its 30th anniversary in 2008 - it stands as an affirmation of what Live Art represents
across the board. It encompasses film/video/installation work as well as music, theatre and dance
pieces. It offers a platform for novices and elders alike, promoting dialogues of discovery. It encourages
an awareness of changing trends within the performing arts scene and strives to promote an open
exchange of ideas, concerns and experiences between artists of differing persuasions and between
artists and audiences.
Whether as an artist, programmer, producer or educator, Ms Milican’s vision and achievements have
always been pitched at the cutting-edge of experimental forms, those margins that are often too riskintensive for others working in the field of programming and producing. Many of the young or unknown
artists she championed in the 80’s are now recognised as major talents at home and abroad, and are
sought-after names on the international circuit. Ms Milican’s discernment and commitment have
enabled artists and audiences alike to explore work that is of their own times, work that challenges
conventions, work that pushes back barriers between forms and between cultures.
When she occasionally finds time to relax she enjoys real ale, gardening, and sharing good food and
good music with friends.
Edited and redacted from Mary Brennan (Critic and broadcaster) The Herald, Glasgow & http://www.newmoves.co.uk

Lunchtime Forum

Friday 24 October 2008
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1 – 2:30 pm

|

Metro Arts: The Studio

exist g u es t s

PANDA: Performing Arts Network
Development Agency Liz O’Neill: Director
A creative entrepreneur, Liz has established a number of companies, from
small scale touring groups to regional development agencies; working
with emerging performing arts practitioners in a variety of ways.
• Founder and Director of PANDA (Performing Arts Network &
Development Agency).
• Current Acting Executive Producer at Contact, UK’s leading theatre for young people (secondment).
• Venue management (Unity, Liverpool; York Arts Centre & green room, Manchester);
• With touring companies and individual practitioners (her own company, Art Bandit, has recently
celebrated its 13 year anniversary);
• Establishing and running showcase events and performance club nights (such as The New Bohemia,
At Home @ Contact and Slam Bam Thank You Ma’am);
• As an independent producer, (working with and being inspired by artists such as Chloe Poems, Michael
Mayhew, Quarantine, Company Fierce, Peshkar and Ikebana Performance).
PANDA and exist
PANDA was established to support and nurture emerging performing arts companies and individuals in
the UK’s North West, creating an environment for business development and growth.
“I believe that the work I do assisting new companies and individual artists to develop sustainable practice
will be transferable and beneficial to the exist programme.
My particular skills are in strategic creative development, reacting and adjusting to contemporary issues,
contributing to business, development and income generation plans.
At PANDA we run a range of professional development services including industry-led training, mentor
programmes, business incubation schemes and a producer training school. I am delighted to have the
opportunity to share my practice with artists, managers and guests in exist and look forward to many
inspiring discussions where we can all learn from each other”.
www.panda-arts.org.uk

Lunchtime talks exist in 08 Toowoomba
Saturday 1 November

12:30 – 1:30pm

|

USQ — Artsworx

Metro Arts & exist in 08 will present an industry forum early November with PANDA.
Watch www.existin08.com for details
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Christine Biehler (University of Hildesheim)
(born 1964) artist, professor of Fine Arts in Hildesheim (Germany) Since 20 years
she has presented work at alternative spaces, galleries and museums in Europe
(Luxembourg, Warsaw, Munich, Frankfurt, etc.) She had taught sculpture,
environmental art and Performance Art at different universities and had curated
several videoscreenings, exhibitions and performance art events.
Artistic work — Christine Biehler creates site-specific works incorporating installation and actions. The center
of her artistic work is the transformation of space. Ab initio the installations are intended to be „temporary
plays”. They conserve the process of action as well as material changes; sculpture gains a temporal dimension
which becomes apparent in the use of performative elements, immaterial techniques like video, light, sound
or reflection and ephemeral material like foam, ice and vapour.
Teaching — Influenced by her work as an artist, the possibilities and the experimental examination of the
spatial and atmospheric changes are the guidelines for the process of mediation. Christine Biehler is head
of the department „space“ at Hildesheim University, which consists of lessons in installation, environmental
and performance art based on a scope of sculpture that has widened: extending from the idea of space being
a reservoir for objects to a resonance field of different movements and relations that are linked with each
other in a network system. Following the “sculpture dimension” in Performance Art means to understand that
“space” opens, closes and restructures itself in the process of action.

Lunchtime Forum

Thursday 23 October 2008

1 – 2:30 pm

|

Metro Arts: The Studio

exist Symp os iu m C hair s

exist symposium is a series of talks, panels and debates will bring together artists,
researchers and audiences to discuss issues of Live Art Practice.

Symposium chairs will speak at a Lunchtime forum, Saturday 25 October, 1 – 2:30 pm, Metro Arts: The Studio

Dr Janet McDonald
Dr Janet McDonald received her PhD from Arizona State University in 1999; her dissertation investigated
boys’ drama education inside elite GPS schools in Brisbane. Her interest in queer and performance/
gender theories came out of this research and has encouraged her further exploration into gender
within actor-training and the meaning of the fictive-gendered body on stage. McDonald is currently
Head of the School of Creative Arts at the University of Southern Queensland, Chair of Youth Arts
Queensland, a member of the Public Memory Research Centre at USQ and managing director of USQ
Creative Communities; a substantial project that promotes undergraduate arts students working on
actual research and community outreach projects.
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Dr Thomas J. Berghuis
Dr Thomas J. Berghuis is lecturer in Asian Art at the Department of Art History & Film Studies at the
University of Sydney, starting on 1 July 2008. He is a Visiting Fellow at the College of Fine Arts, University
of New South Wales, until 2010. Since June 2007 he has been working as Senior Research Curator
with the Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre and the Centre for Contemporary Art and Politics, College
of Fine Arts/ UNSW in Sydney; working on an ARC Linkage Project on “Construction, Connection and
Community: Measuring Asian Art’s Contribution to Contemporary Culture”. He completed his PhD
dissertation on Performance Art in China at the University of Sydney (Australia), following an MA in
Sinology at Leiden University (The Netherlands). During the past 10 years he has frequently travelled
to China for his research, and from 2003 to 2004 he was a visiting scholar at the Central Academy of
Fine Arts in Beijing. Next to his studies he has also been involved in several curatorial projects, including
Associate Curator for the 6th Sharjah International Biennale, U.A.E (2003), Assistant Curator for the
Museum of Contemporary Art (2003), Curator for the 1st Dashanzi International Arts Festival at the 798
Factory in Beijing (2004), and Associate Curator for the 3rd Israel Video Art Biennial in Tel Aviv (2006). His
writings have been published in various magazines and art publications, including in Art Review UK, Art
Asia Pacific, Artlink, Broadsheet, Art Chinas, C-Arts, East West Arts, Mesh, NY Arts, positions and RealTime.
His book, Performance Art in China, has been published in 2006 with Timezone 8, Hong Kong. Since
2006 he has been actively involved with research and curatorial projects on modern and contemporary
art in Southeast Asia, with special attention to art from Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore

Prof Brad Haseman QUT: Queensland University of Technology
Professor Brad Haseman is a senior member of the Creative Industries Faculty at the Queensland
University of Technology. He is formerly a consultant in Queensland secondary schools and head of
drama at QUT, Brad Haseman is well known as an author of Dramawise and Communicate Live!. Brad
was co-convenor of the second International Drama and Education Congress in Brisbane in 1995 and an
invited master teacher to the Third International Drama in Education Research Institute in Columbus,
Ohio in 2000. In recognition of his outstanding contribution to drama education, he has been awarded
lifetime membership of the Queensland Association for Drama in Education. Brad has served for more
than a decade on a number of committees concerned with the provision and delivery of the arts in
Queensland schools. Also during this period he was president of Contact Youth Theatre and chair of the
GRUNT Youth Space in Fortitude Valley. Brad has edited Innovation in Australian Arts, Media and Design
(2004, Post Press) and been the ‘Creative Practices’ section editor of Creative Industries (2005, Blackwell).
He was co-convenor of the National Conference Speculation and Innovation: Applying Practice-led
Research in the Creative Industries held in March/April 2005. Prof. Haseman is currently Chairman of the
Australia Council for the Arts Community Partnerships Committee.
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Kylie Hicks
Symposium Host Kylie Hicks received a Bachelor of Arts in Applied Theatre from Griffith University and
is in the final stages of completing a Practice Led Master of Arts Research with Queensland University
of Technology. Her recent research investigations have centered around the interrelationship between
the phenomenon of ‘liveness’, and the recurring thematic concerns, within live art, of identity and
conditions of embodiment; and the transformative nature of ritual practices; and the value of social
and collective intersubjectivity, both inherent within a contemporary live art experience.
Her performance works explore the notion of writing identity into space and the relationships between
ethnography, autobiography, autotopography and autobiogeography. With herself as research artist and
the nexus upon which research deviates & rotates she attempts to present, through performance, critical
self reflexive analysis of her own experiences of dissonance and discovery with others … this embodied
text is a story reflecting the research artist’s collaboration with people, culture, and time … generated in
the liminal spaces between experience and language, between the known and the unknown.

 exist plenary — an opportunity to hear initial responses from researchers regarding the
work presented, share a snag, a brew and a chat. Sunday 26 October 12:30 pm Orleigh Park

exist documentation

QUT and Dr Bree Hadley
The works that come together under the banner of exist in 08 invoke themes of identity, memory, history
and legacy, and human exchanges across the boundaries of times, spaces, nations and disciplines. What
legacy will exist in 08 leave in the individual and collective memory of artists, scholars and audiences? In
the past decade, scholars of live art have become increasing absorbed by discussion of the archive, and
the questions of what remains of artists’ transient, time-based interventions in the aesthetic, social and
political sphere. Today, the archive is framed as active, and productive — a fertile repository of records
that actively reach out to their own future role in an as-yet-unauthored archaeology of practice. Photos,
texts, footage and artefacts of live art practices stimulate productive new encounters, productive new
interpretations, allowing the exchanges that take place at an event like exist in 08 to extend beyond the
event itself, and inform the ongoing development of the artists, the artform, and scholarly research into the
artform. As part of the activities at exist in 08, Dr Bree Hadley leads a Queensland University of Technology
funded research project that develops DVD and other documentation of some of the streams of activity
at the festival. The project will document and investigate facets of the exist in 08 festival that speak to
disciplinary formations of Live Art in Australia, and audience reception of Live Art in Australia, building
the vocabulary by which we think and talk about the practice, and providing data that informs ongoing
research and teaching in the area at Queensland University of Technology.   www.qut.edu.au
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exist Br i s b a n e v e nue s
The Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts
supports a wide ranging and compelling program
of myriad artforms, focusing attention on new and
emerging artists, curators and producers.
We are proud to support exist in 08, an international
festival that brings together leading practitioners
from overseas, around Australia and our locale in a
series of discussions and live performances.
www.judithwrightcentre.com
420 Brunswick Street Fortitude Valley Brisbane

With a 32-year history of open-access programming, Metro Arts is a multi-arts facility and the
home of independent arts practice in Brisbane.
Metro Arts’ annual curated Artistic Program includes:
• The Independents Program
A diverse season of new performance works in the Sue Benner Theatre.
• The Galleries Program
A diverse program of exhibitions and residencies.
• Creative Development Festival
A four-week festival where Metro Arts opens its doors for independent practitioners to test and
engage feedback in the process of producing new work.
www.metroarts.com.au 109 Edward Street Brisbane
Printed on Tudor RP — Tudor RP is Australian made and contains 100% recycled fibre.
No chlorine bleaching occurs in the recycling process and Australian Paper is ISO 14001
certified. Sales of Tudor RP support Landcare Australia.
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Websites related to this event (not an exhaustive list)
AGORA8

www.agora8.org

art

www.this-is-art.co.uk

artaction.pl

www.artaction.pl

ARTCONCEPT Festival

http://artconcept.narod.ru

Artsadmin

www.artsadmin.co.uk

Art Service Association

www.asa.de

Black Market International

www.asa.de/projects/index.htm

Fado Performance Inc

www.performanceart.ca

Fetter Field

www.geocities.com/fetterfield2007/index.htm

FOI: Future of Imagination

www.foi.sg

IAPAO: international association of
performance art organisations

www.iapao.net

Live Art Incubator

www.punctum.com.au

Live Art Development Agency

www.thisisliveart.co.uk

Live Art UK

www.liveartuk.org

New Moves International |
National Review of Live Art

www.newmoves.co.uk

New Work Network

www.newworknetwork.org.uk

PANDA: Performing Arts Network and
Development Agency

www.panda-arts.org.uk

SPART ACTION

www.spartaction.com

Tulca

www.tulca.ie

Unbound | Live Art and Performance Publishing
undisclosed territory performance art event

www.thisisunbound.co.uk
www.lemahputih.com/undisclosedterritory.html
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www.existin08.com

